Nonlinear phenomena are a frequent occurrence in nature and inherent to many optical systems. Nevertheless, nonlinearities are often avoided or suppressed in optical resonators. Here we demonstrate the application of nonlinear phenomena to pump-probe spectroscopy by using period doubling in a fiberfeedback optical parametric oscillator. On the basis of an analysis of the optical single-pulse spectra and successive second-harmonic spectra, we introduce a method to enhance the pulse-energy modulation depth to the level of conventional high-frequency modulators. We find that the modulator is suitable for highspeed, low-noise stimulated Raman scattering imaging with performance equal to that of acousto-optic modulation. The concept removes the need for electronic synchronization, reduces the detection effort and artifacts, and has great potential in terms of scalability of the modulation frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-frequency optical modulation is a fundamental method with a variety of applications, including applications in optical metrology [1] and communications. It allows the separation of information-carrying signals from background noise, which often increases the signal-tonoise ratio by orders of magnitude. In the commonly used optical homodyne and heterodyne detection setups [2, 3] probing is preferably performed at the Nyquist frequency (modulation at half the sampling frequency) to eliminate noise and favor short acquisition times [4, 5] . Conventional electrically driven devices, such as acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) or electro-optic modulators (EOMs), are limited in modulation frequency and optical damage threshold, and require radio-frequency power electronics for driving. In the radio-frequency domain, the detection unit generally needs to be shielded to avoid cross talk with the driving electronics to minimize artifacts in the detected signal. For Nyquist detection, synchronous triggering of the modulator is required in addition. Optical modulation schemes based on graphene [6, 7] , semiconductor junctions [8] , or plasmonics [9, 10] have been demonstrated, but they are not suitable for high-power operation or are limited in modulation depth. Furthermore, they typically require an external synchronized control beam, which is clearly desirable for many applications, but is not helpful for modulation spectroscopy, as it shifts the problem of generating the modulation to the control beam.
Here we present a technique that replaces electronic modulators with an all-optical approach, which achieves high modulation depth, is particularly suited for Nyquist detection, removes the need for synchronous triggering, and can potentially overcome the frequency-scaling limits of electronic modulators. The technique is based on period multiplication, which is a phenomenon of nonlinear dynamics that is frequently found in nonlinear optical systems. Prominent examples include fiber lasers and nonlinear ring resonators [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . More generally, these (and other [18] ) nonlinear systems exhibit chaotic attractors, limit cycles, and period-N attractors ("PN attractors"). A PN attractor corresponds to a state where an initial pulse in a resonator is reproduced every N th round trip. In this picture, the vast majority of mode-locked lasers operate in a P1 attractor, since every emitted pulse is identical. This case is called the "steady state." The next case-namely, the P2 attractor-is also known as "period doubling." It corresponds to a state where every second pulse that is emitted from a resonator is identical, leading to a period of the pulse train that is twice as long as the resonator round-trip time. This requires the pulse to alter periodically within two round trips, which requires a nonlinear element in the resonator. In synchronously pumped resonators, such as optical parametric oscillators (OPOs), period doubling generates a pulse train where every second pulse is attenuated, while an unmodulated reference beam can be obtained from the pump laser. This situation is ideally suited for modulation spectroscopy, since the maximum possible modulation frequency is reached, the modulation is intrinsically synchronized, and no electronics are involved in the signal generation.
In this paper we characterize the nonlinear dynamics in a synchronously pumped fiber-feedback optical parametric oscillator (FFOPO) for the first time. The dispersiveFourier-transformation (DFT) technique, which has been used, for example, for single-shot reconstruction of pulses in fiber ring cavities [19] or real-time measurement of spectral noise in supercontinuum generation [20] , enables monitoring of the shot-to-shot dynamics of the FFOPO. We further introduce a method to enhance the modulation depth based on second-harmonic spectral compression [21, 22] and particularly demonstrate its suitability for high-speed, low-noise stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) imaging.
II. ALL-OPTICAL MODULATOR
Our realization of the all-optical modulator is a fiberfeedback optical parametric oscillator [23] [24] [25] [26] , where the required nonlinearity in the feedback is provided by a single-mode optical fiber. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the pulse train of a mode-locked oscillator is used to pump the FFOPO. The pump laser is a home-built Yb:KGd(WO 4 ) 2 solid-state oscillator, which provides up to 8-W output power at 1032 nm with 450-fs pulse duration and a repetition rate of 41 MHz [27] . The resonator length of the FFOPO is chosen equal to the resonator length of the oscillator. The setup features four adjustable parameters. The parametric gain is controlled by the pump power and the phase-matching condition [28] . For this purpose, the MgOdoped periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal is equipped with a heater and a set of poling periods. Further, the delay mismatch, which is the difference in the resonator length of the FFOPO and its pump oscillator, is adjustable. Lastly, the output coupling ratio is variable, which is used to balance the ratio of feedback nonlinearity and gain. For the later SRS experiment, the FFOPO signal beam is frequency doubled in another PPLN crystal. We find that depending on the setting of the parameters, a rich variety of nonlinear dynamics can be observed (Fig. 2) . A map of the parameter space is created by our sampling the FFOPO signal output with the oscilloscope using the DFT setup (details are given below). The cavity delay and pump power are increased in steps of 2 μm and 2 mW, which results in a dataset of 125 × 500 pulse trains of 80 individual pulses each. Processing is realized with a script that first extracts the pulse-energy sequence by averaging over 24.4-ns intervals (reciprocal of the repetition rate) and determines the state of operation (P1, P2, etc.) on the basis of a fast-Fourier-transform algorithm. This method is very reliable in distinguishing different PN attractors from one another and identifying chaotic regions, but it is prone to incorrectly classify limit cycles as close-by PN attractors. Hence, a second algorithm that compares the single-pulse spectra supports the analysis. Limit cycles are reliably identified, since in contrast to PN attractors they do not show repeating spectra after an integer number of round trips. Nevertheless, the identification is not always unambiguous, particularly for smooth, continuous transitions from limit cycles to PN cycles, such that a rather conservative tolerance setting is used that slightly favors P1, limit cycles, and chaos in the identification step.
For low intracavity pulse energy, either due to low pump power or high output coupling ratio, the FFOPO will generally operate in the steady state. An increase of intracavity pulse energy, however, triggers the nonlinearity to modify the feedback pulse via self-phase modulation. While for the correct choice of delay mismatch, the system undergoes transitions from the steady state into different PN attractors, limit cycles, and chaotic attractors. To show the relative location of these states with respect to each other, we map a piece of the parameter space by varying the delay mismatch and the pump power, as shown in Fig. 2(e) and, in projection, in Fig. 2(f) . It is important to notice the dimensions of some of the attractors; for instance, the well pronounced P2 attractor that spans a pump power from 0.51 to 0.77 W in Fig. 2(b) . It is further stable against delay variations of tens of micrometers, which, in combination, results in a very robust state of operation, enabling application as an all-optical modulator. The following experiments are performed with the system operating in a much-smaller stability region [indicated by the black circle at 775 mW and 156 μm in Fig. 2(f) ], which is still perfectly sufficient for long-term investigations. This point shows rather high modulation depth, which at an absolute level of about 10% is still low compared with the requirements of a modulator. However, besides the pulse-energy modulation that is visualized in Fig. 2 , the self-phase modulation also causes the spectral and temporal pulse shapes to oscillate, which is a unique feature of this type of modulator. To show that this spectral difference in the FFOPO signal pulses is useful to realize high modulation depth (more than 70%) if combined with narrowband frequency doubling, we record the single-pulse signal spectra at this point of operation. For this purpose, the DFT technique [29] [30] [31] , as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , is used. A small portion of the emitted pulse train is therefore coupled into a 10-km-long SMF-28 fiber and stretched into the nanosecond domain, where electronic sampling is feasible. Detection is performed with a fiber-coupled reverse-biased In 1−x Ga x As diode and sampling is realized with a 4-GHz oscilloscope (DSO9404, Agilent). With 50-Ω input impedance, the measurement bandwidth is limited to approximately 1.2 GHz, which corresponds to a spectral resolution of 4 nm. The temporal axis is converted into the spectral domain on the basis of the dispersion data from Corning. The absolute wavelength calibration is realized by our calculating the average of 80 single-pulse spectra and superimposing it on the simultaneously measured (time-averaged) spectrum from an optical spectrum analyzer. Figure 3 (c) reveals that the spectral difference is indeed significant. While the pulse with higher energy ("pulse 1," black), is spectrally broad with a spectral dip at 1580 nm, the second pulse exhibits its highest spectral power density close to 1580 nm. A spectral filter could thus be used to cut spectral portions from these pulses that result in pulse trains with significantly higher modulation depth. Here, in addition, we frequency double these pulses using secondharmonic spectral compression, which also acts as spectral filter. In our case the frequency-doubling crystal provides an acceptance bandwidth of approximately 11 cm −1 . We monitor the second-harmonic-generation (SHG) efficiency for each pulse individually while sweeping the SHG phase-matching condition and thus the SHG center wavelength by temperature tuning. Figure 3(d) shows that the wavelength-dependent SHG efficiency closely follows the single-pulse spectra, shown in Fig. 3(c) . For this particular point of operation, the highest modulation depth is achieved at a SHG wavelength of 795 nm, where the doubling efficiency of pulse 2 is very low, while pulse 1 can still be efficiently frequency doubled. The SHG spectral compression is further advantageous as it cleans the optical spectrum [ Fig. 3(d) , blue] and pulse duration, which are both regulated by the phase-matching condition in the SHG crystal. Using this method, we obtain a modulation depth of approximately 80%, which is a value that is well acceptable for applications. It could be further optimized by dispersion control of the incident pulses, since secondharmonic spectral compression sensitively depends to the input pulse chirp [32] . 
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III. STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING MICROSCOPY
The capabilities of the all-optical modulator are shown in Fig. 4 . We demonstrate that spectral tuning is possible [ Fig. 4(a) ] while maintaining a reasonable modulation depth between 70% and 80% [ Fig. 4(b) ]. We observe a deviation of the measured modulation depth depending on the actual position on the photodiode. In an AOM measurement the values could be compared with a power meter in the AOM on and off states, but this is not possible for the 20-MHz modulation here. We therefore give an approximate error of ±5% for the absolute value of the modulation depth. The spectral tuning is realized by our operating the FFOPO in the identical P2 attractor while tuning its center wavelength. Within a limited spectral range this is feasible, since the nonlinear behavior, in particular the location of the attractors in the parameter space, changes very smoothly. This is mainly because the overall intracavity group-delay dispersion and the phase-matching bandwidth change slowly with wavelength. While for many applications the tunability would be a minor aspect, it is extremely relevant in coherent Raman spectroscopy [2, 33, 34 ], which we demonstrate in the following with the example of a stimulated Raman scattering experiment. Moreover, the modulator is required to be stable over time, which we prove for our all-optical approach in Fig. 4(c) . In a 60-min-long measurement at 790 nm, the modulation depth fluctuates by 0.5% rms. This value is not corrected for average power drift, which thus is already included in the fluctuations. During the wavelength sweep, the stimulated Raman gain (SRG) spectrum of acetone is recorded. The Raman pump pulses are obtained by our frequency doubling the FFOPO output in a 10-mm-long PPLN crystal 044081-4 and using SHG spectral compression [21, 22] to reduce the bandwidth to approximately 11 cm −1 , which corresponds to a pulse duration of approximately 1.5 ps.
The unmodulated 1032-nm Stokes pulses are obtained directly from the laser oscillator by spectral filtering with an etalon, resulting in pulses with bandwidth of approximately 8 cm −1 , which corresponds to a pulse duration of approximately 1.7 ps. An average pump power of 20 mW and an average Stokes power of 10 mW are used. Standard lock-in-based detection with a single-channel detector is used, as described, for instance, in Refs. [33, 34] . The result is depicted in Fig. 4(d) and shows good quantitative agreement with the spontaneous Raman spectrum. We do not correct the values for the measured modulated power, since the measurement of the modulation depth is not sufficiently accurate. Figure 4(d) rather indicates that the true modulated power is more constant than our estimate from Fig. 4(b) , since the only obvious discontinuity in the SRG signal occurrs at 2965 cm −1 , where the poling period of the FFOPO crystal needs to be changed. The spectral resolution of the SRS measurement is determined by the bandwidths of the pump and Stokes pulses and thus by the etalon design and the length of the SHG crystal used for spectral compression. Accordingly, the performance of AOMs and P2-based modulators will be comparable.
We further compare the performance of the all-optical modulator based on the P2 attractor directly with an acousto-optic modulator that is inserted into the beam path after frequency doubling. When the AOM is used, the FFOPO is set to steady-state operation and the AOM is electronically synchronized to modulate the beam at half the repetition rate (20.5 MHz) of the oscillator. For this comparison, equal pulse energies of the higher-energy SHG pulse are used, while the lower-energy pulse depends on the modulation depth that the modulation mechanism produces. We find slightly higher modulation depth (80%) 
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for the AOM compared with the P2-based modulator (75%). With the P2-based modulator, in contrast, the noise floor of the lock-in amplifier is lower, due to the absence of electronic cross talk, which can amount to a relative signal offset of (2 − 5) × 10 −7 in our setup. This value changes slightly due to environmental conditions, the quality of electrical shielding, and the difference in the detected phase between the SRS signal and the cross-talk signal. The magnitude is estimated by our comparing the lockin amplitude with the AOM enabled and disabled, both without the optical signal. A microscope with a galvanometric scanning unit is used to acquire images of a sample with polymer beads of 6-μm diameter in aqueous solution. Figure 5 shows the composite images of a scan at Raman pump-Stokes frequency detunings of 2953 cm −1 (blue) and 3066 cm −1 (red), when the conventional AOM is used [ Fig. 5(a) ] and when the P2-based modulator is used [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The quality of both images is well comparable, which is also evident in the analysis of the signalto-noise ratio 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we use the nonlinear dynamics in a fiberfeedback OPO to realize an all-optical modulator based on period doubling. A single device-namely, the fiberfeedback OPO-performs both frequency conversion and optical modulation. Second-harmonic spectral compression is used to enhance the modulation depth to 80%, while it simultaneously cleans up the spectral and temporal pulse shape. If frequency doubling is undesirable, similar results could be obtained at the fundamental frequency by use of a spectral pulse shaper. We further demonstrate that the performance of this modulator is equal to that of a conventional acousto-optic modulator in a stimulated Raman scattering microscopy experiment.
We believe that period-doubling modulation enables cutting-edge applications in the regime where conventional methods reach their limits. In the gigahertz range, AOMs cannot be used and EOMs are costly, sensitive to damage by optical power, and require bulky and powerful drivers. Besides its fundamental advantages of the intrinsic optical synchronization and low background noise due to the absence of electronic cross talk, period-doubling modulation is also interesting from a technical perspective: (i) since also the residual pump beam is modulated, it could be used as an optical in-line modulator for photonic integrated circuits; (ii) solely depending on the capabilities of the pump laser, it enables gigahertz modulation for frequencycomb spectroscopy at average powers that EOMs cannot handle; (iii) it can boost the sensitivity of lab-on-a-chip sensing and spectroscopic applications at low cost and power consumption.
